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Greetings!!!!!!!
I wish all the EL WAVES readers and our family of Elecon Group of Companies a
very Happy New Year.
Another year has gone by very quickly and we are happy to present the 20112012 issue of EL WAVES magazine with exciting news and happenings in the Organization.
The event of the year “Elecon Day” as always was celebrated on Dushera
with a lot of hype. This year’s host - EMTICI Group of Companies - took accolades for this
event as Elecon turned sixty and EMTICI seventy plus, going into the third generation of
a business which is still carrying forth an upward graph.
The history of the then, Milling Trading Company to the now, EMTICI Engineering
Limited, was narrated in my welcome address at the Dushera celebrations. It was also a
time to greet all of our old friends and senior personnel whose career span started and
ended with the Emtici Group of Companies and they still remain part of this big family,
which is spread around the country with eighteen branches and still growing.
With those sentiments aside, it is also a time for us to look back at the year that
has brought in many changes within the Elecon Group of Companies. In today’s world the
changes are fast moving, unlike earlier when it took fifteen to twenty years before the
changes were even needed or noticed or made.
To keep up with today’s world, we have to be proactive to “Accept the Change”
and then, “Be the Change” to face the challenges and hard competitions ahead.
With Mr. Prayasvin Patel, as a leader and the torchbearer of this Organization, we
are ready to run the great marathon and to remain “Always a Step Ahead” in an industry
like ours.

Taruna Patel

CEO
Emtici Engineering Ltd.
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DUSHERA Celebrations 2011

Mr. Charles Patel, Mrs. Taruna Patel,
Ms. Aishwarya Patel, Mr. Prayasvin Patel &
Mr. Prashant Amin.

This year Dushera celebrations at Elecon
were very special, as it was the 60th glorious
year - Diamond Jubilee, of Elecon and 70 years
of EMTICI.
~ Every Dushera is celebrated as “ELECON DAY”
and now with the group coming together it is
“ELECON GROUP OF COMPANIES DAY”.
~ As per rotation and norm, this year EMTICI
Engineering Ltd. played host to a turnout of
about three thousand five hundred people, which
also included family members of the employees.

The host Mrs. Taruna Patel - CEO, EMTICI Group
welcomes guests.

~ As is the tradition for Dushera, “Fafda and
Jalebis” were served to all present.

~ This year, a special cultural programme of
Garba and Folk dance competition was organized
~ The event began at 6.30 a.m. with “Satyanarayan to mark the 60 years of Elecon’s existence and
Katha” at MHE, performed by CMD,
Shri enthralled the spectators, followed by the main
Prayasvin Patel, in the presence of directors and event at 11.00 a.m.
colleagues of the group companies and after the
Arti and Prasadam, the CMD visited workshops ~ Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO, EMTICI in her welcome
of Elecon MHE division as well as EMTICI group address also gave a power point presentation on
of companies, to meet and greet the employees the history and the gradual progress of EMTICI.
who have worked on their precious machines
throughout the year. It was a way of saying, ~ Mr. Prashant Amin, Group Director talked about
“thank you for your hard work” and appreciation achievements of the company.
was expressed.
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Senior Executives Mr. S. N. Murthy,
Mr. Phanikumar, Mr. S. Chakraborty, Mr. V. S. Naik,
Mr. R. R. Shah & Mr. P .K. Bhasin.

~ Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD detailed the future plans
of the group, opening of new avenues, expected
challenges and immediate growth plans.
~ After the speech of the Directors, employees’
children who were toppers in 10th and 12th standards
were felicitated.
~ It was followed by the felicitation of employees,
who had completed 25 years, 35 years and 40 years
of service.

Mr. Prashant Amin, GD addressing the
gathering.

~ An awards ceremony was next, for the winners of
the competition of Garba and Folk Dance.
~ After the awards ceremony, special guest,
Mr. Charles Patel, a close friend of Lt. Shri Bhanubhai,
expressed his views about the achievements of Shri
Prayasvinbhai and the progress of the company and
he offered good wishes to all the employees of Elecon
family.
~ Vote of Thanks was conducted by Mr. P. K. Bhasin,
GM, EMTICI.
Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD addressing the
gathering.
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DUSHERA Celebrations 2011
Mr. Prayasvin Patel interacting with Mr. Phanikumar, Mr. J. S. Patel, Mr. S. N. Murthy, Mr. Y. D. Bhatt,
Mr. J. P. Patel, Mr. J. K. Shroff, Mr. Gurunathan, Mr. H. A. Patel and Team Members at MHE Division.

Mrs. Taruna Patel & Ms. Aishwarya Patel with Mr. R. A. Goklani, Mrs. Ritaben Brahmbhatt,
Mr. B. K. Badheka, Mr. V.S.Naik, Mr. V. K. Chakraborty and Mr. Sunil Dolia at Prayas Engineering Workshop.
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Mr. Prayasvin Patel with Mr. R. A. Goklani, Mr. V. K. Chakraborty, and Mr. R.R.Shah at Prayas Engineering Workshop.

Mr. Prashant Amin interacting with Mr. J.K.Upadhyay, Mr. B.R.Upadhyay, Mr. M. M. Nanda and Mr. S. Rajamani at
Power Build Workshop.
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DUSHERA Celebrations 2011

Invited Guests Mrs. Sudhaben Desai, Mr. Sumantbhai Desai, Mr. S. Rajamani, Mr. M .M. Nanda,
Mr. Keyur Parikh & Mr. Lakhatariya, (Back Row)Mr. R. Haridoss, Mr. Mahendra Joshi, Mr. J. K.
Gangopadhyay.

A performance by EITL Group during the Folk Dance Competition.
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Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD felicitating
Mr. C. S. Patil for long service.

Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO EMTICI felicitating
Mr. Dalsukhbhai for 35 years in service.

Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD felicitating
Mr. Shankarbhai D. Bhoi for 35 years in service.

Mr. Prashant Amin, GD Felicitating Mr. Dharmendra
Shah for long service.

Mr. Charles Patel, felicitating Mr. Pramod Pathak
for long service.

Ms. Aishwarya Patel felicitating Mr. Vimal Gohel the
student of BVM Engineering college by handing
over the scholarship.
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DUSHERA Celebrations 2011
Pujya Shri Ashvinkumar Pathak performing what is now at Elecon a regular evening-event every
Dushera – “Sunderkand Path Recitation”. The magical and mythical sound of the chanting brings in
everyone a calm needed to go begin a new year.

(R-L) Mr. Prayasvin Patel with Shri Sumantbhai Desai, Mr. Charles patel, Mrs. Taruna Patel, Mr.
Prashant Amin, Ms.Aishwarya Patel, Mrs. Sudhaben Desai and Ms. Arpita Amin.
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Ishwarbhai Patel
The Pioneer

Shapurji I. Patel & Bhanubhai I. Patel
The Torchbearers of the Second Generation

Prayasvin. B. Patel
The Torchbearer of the Third Generation - Taking Elecon Group of Companies to new heights.

EMTICI‘s Journey Through Time

EMTICI

A glorious past... A promising future.
THE BEGINNING THAT MADE A DIFFERENCE
Today, after 70 years
of EMTICI’s glorious business
existence, one cannot but look back
at how it all started.
In early 1940’s Lt. Shri
Ishwarbhai Patel, father of Lt.
Shri Bhanubhai Patel and Lt. Shri
Shapurbhai Patel, was one of the
Partners in a company named,
Fulabhai & Co. mainly catering to
Sugar Industries in Uttar Pradesh,
with the Head Office at Delhi. Around
the year 1941, Shri Ishwarbhai
Patel bought over Fulabhai & Co
from the other Partners, when the
company ran into troubled waters.
Shri Ishwarbhai Patel had to borrow
money from a very close friend
and also a relative, Shri Ramanbhai
Desai, Ishwarbhai’s sister’s son.

Shri Ishwarbhai Patel

Shri Bhanubhai I. Patel
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Shri Shapurji I. Patel

~ Shri Ishwarbhai chaired the Company and formed a new
Company viz. “The Milling Trading Company” and relocated
near Dalal Street in Mumbai in the early forties.
~ During the time when the government of India was busy
formulating the first five-year plan for the development of
India in 1951, there was one man, one visionary, who dared
to dream big and began work on translating his dreams
into reality. This man was none other than Shri Ishwarbhai
Patel, and so he started the business by supplying various
machines and their parts to the needs of industries like the
sugar mills, cement factories in the name of ‘The Milling
Trading Co.’ (MTC).
~ Preserving the legacy of Shri Ishwarbhai Patel, his sons
expanded the portfolio by setting up a manufacturing
facility for ELEvators and CONveyors, naming the company
“ELECON Engineering Company Ltd.”
~ The Milling Trading Co. (MTC) took charge of marketing
the products manufactured by ELECON under the leadership
of Shri Bhanubhai. He believed that the OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) would be better off focusing on
manufacturing activities and innovations while a separate

THE PILLARS OF ELECON

sales and marketing wing could use their expertise in
promoting their products.
~ On formation of a separate Gujarat State in May 1960,
Elecon shifted its base to the thriving industrial milieu of
Vallabh Vidhyanagar in Gujarat, on the invitation of Shri
H.M. Patel (the then Finance Minister, Government of India)
and became a Public Limited Company soon after.
~ In 1967, the two brothers parted and Shri Shapurbhai
took over Rolcon Engineering whereas Shri Bhanubhai
continued with Elecon Engineering supported by MTC and
its Sales and Marketing team.
~ In 1983, Shri Bhanubhai’s only son Prayasvin Patel joined
Elecon Engineering Co. as a young Joint Managing Director
and jointly the father son duo continued to move forward
and a positive graph followed in all their endeavours.
~ The Milling Trading Co. reinvented itself as a sole selling
and servicing agent by handling all the promotional,
marketing and service maintenance activities of the
products of all the Group Companies namely:
~ Elecon (Material Handling Division
and Gear Division)

Shri Bhanubhai Patel, Shri Mahendrabhai Patel, Shri Shapurji Patel &
Smt. Madhuben Patel
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EMTICI‘s Journey Through Time

Mr. M. M. Nanda, Vice President, Delhi & Mr. S. Rajamani, Vice President- Marketing.

~ Eimco Elecon (India) Ltd.
~ Power Build Limited
~ Prayas Engineering Limited

appropriate solutions, Turnkey based project orders
for Material Handling

~ The demand for products that The Milling Trading
Co. handled for Elecon Group of Companies had
grown manifold over the years, which resulted in the
change of name from The Milling Trading Co. (MTC) to
EMTICI Engineering Ltd., where ‘M’ was drown out to
EM, ‘T’ to TI and ‘C’ to CI resulting in EMTICI.
~ Shri Bhanubhai worked hard towards accomplishing
the vision of Shri Ishwarbhai in establishing a pan
India, regional presence for EMTICI. And today Shri
Prayasvin Patel as Chairman and Managing Director
of Elecon, supported with Emtici’s 18 branches
spread across major metros of the country and an
international presence spanning countries like Dubai
(UAE), Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, South Africa, his
vision towards success is a very visible tale.
~ In 1985, Mrs. Taruna Prayasvin Patel joined the
EMTICI Group as a CEO of the company.
~ During this time, EMTICI also ventured into the
field of Fabrication and Erection and executed the
erection & fabrication of a Coal Handling Plant at
Nasik Thermal Power Station under Maharashtra
Electricity Board (M.S.E.B).
~ Presently, EMTICI’s major services for its principals
can be classified under two broad heads:
Pre Installation Services:
~ Analysis of the installation and technical services
~ Analysis of the needs of each customer providing
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~ Annual service contracts for the Process and Energy
sector and various other customers
Post Installation Services:
~ Installation, Testing and Commissioning
~ Monitoring of production starts and service
personnel training
~ Define maintenance practices and tooling
~ Mrs. Taruna Patel, with the support of Shri Bhanubhai
and Shri Prayasvin, was instrumental in creating and
founding of the ‘Centralized Resource Cell’ in the
year 2005. This Cell has been set up for streamlining
purchases and optimizing the use of available
resources in Elecon and its Group Companies with a
view to reduce inventories and control procurements.
The CRC which has created various teams
within the main team headed by Mr. Pravinkumar
Bhasin- GM CRC, who implements the CRC set
guidelines and monitors the progress thereafter. His
focus is on increasing efficiency and effectiveness
with strategic planning to develop Committed
Teams for purchase, payments and collections, HR,
Administrations, Civil, Logistics etc.
Mr. Ravin Shah - VP, joined Emtici and its group
of companies in the year 2004 during the process of
restructuring and reprocessing, as Assistant General
Manager . His career with Elecon Group in finance
dates back to 1984. He came to Emtici Group with

Mr. Paresh Vyas, Mr. J. K. Gangopadhyay, Mr. S. Rajamani, Mr. M. B. Desai, Mr. R. Haridoss, Mr.
Sanjay Therde, Mr. Indersh Kahar, Mr. P. T. Rao, Mr. Hitesh Parikh Back Row: Mr. Sanjay Pethe,
Mr. Mahendra Joshi, Mr. Subnis, Mr. Y. Vijay.

Mr. R. R. Shah, Vice President - Finance
Emtici Engineering Ltd.

Mr. P.K.Bhasin, General Manager - CRC
Emtici Engineering Ltd.

the experience, integrity and dedication, with which today,
he shoulders  the responsibility of Emtici’s 18 branches.
With a vision to broad base its offerings to the
Elecon Group, EMTICI has a cluster of subsidiary companies
under its belt as mentioned below.

EMTICI has also forayed into the hospitality sector
through Madhubhan Resorts & Spa. This five star ethnomodern resort spread across 22 acres of lush greenery on
the outskirts of the Elecon Group of Companies in Vallabh
Vidyanagar, Gujarat.

~ Prayas Engineering Ltd. - Manufacturing of castings
EMTICI happens to be the first marketing and
~ Aakaaish Mechatronics Ltd. - Heat treatment & machining                                               servicing company to achieve ISO 9001-2000 certification
    facilities  
in India from TUV for its quality marketing services.
~ Aakaaish Printing Press - Printing and stationery supplies  
~ Specialty Woodpack Pvt. Ltd. -  Packing services for   
    materials
~ Elecon Information Technology Ltd. - I.T services
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Welcome

Elecon’s new
Executive Director
Mr. Prashant Amin
Mr. Prashant Amin joined EMTICI group of
companies as a Director about six years ago.
He brings with him 30 years of experience in
operating small enterprises with strong leadership
and operational direction. His business acumen and
hands-on approach has been the key to his success
with companies he has founded and nurtured.
Together with Mr. Prayasvin Patel - CMD,
Mr. Prashant Amin has the responsibility of driving
ELECON Group of Companies to reach their targeted
market across international waters.
Mr. Prashant Amin earned his Master’s
degree in Finance from the University of Wisconsin
(1980), and a Masters degree in Engineering and
Management from the Birla Institute of Technology
and Science, Pilani, India (1978) and then founded his
own company Caltronics, a Tustin CA based company
specializing in printed circuit board manufacture
and turnkey solutions for the high-tech electronics
industry.
Mr. Prashant Amin’s plans for the group
in the next five years include nurturing talent and
ambition and providing an environment, wherein each
employee feels valued and is encouraged to contribute
his/her utmost to the organization. The management,
he assures, will support risky initiatives and ideas
as long as they are backed by 100% dedication and
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commitment. He strongly believes that the ideas and
inputs from young talents will be an invaluable engine
for the growth of the enterprise. And while age
seniority and length of service for the Elecon group
will always be appreciated, promotions will be driven
by the value addition that each individual brings to
his job and the group.
At a time when the marketplace is moving at
an unprecedented pace, and along with it, customer
demands are becoming more stringent, “Business
Intelligence”, to quote Mr. Prashant Amin, “has
become more than just a phrase; it has become an
integral part of defining the group’s strategies.” Under
his able guidance, the management is encouraging
every individual company of the group to work on its
growth and expansion plans independently, thereby
empowering them into self-sustaining units would
be a key emphasis. He has placed special emphasis
on further strengthening market penetration and
customer development for each company.
In his new role as Executive Director of
Elecon, Mr Prashant Amin will be ready to face all the
challenges, with a focus on the targeted turnover in
the five year planning for the group.
Currently, he is also actively involved with
various social activities and is also a trustee of Vithal
Udyognagar Industries Association.

Eimco Elecon’s new
Whole-Time Director
Mr. M. G. Rao

Mr. M. G. Rao, who recently joined the
Elecon Group, brings with him thirty-two years
of rich and varied experience in manufacturing,
project and general management of various static
and rotary equipment. Mr. Rao’s technically sound
career and illustrious academic background in
various industries also included a successful stint
as business head in a reputed multinational like
ABB.
An efficient go-getter and a tough
taskmaster, Mr. Rao’s endeavor has always been to
increase the top lines by improving productivity
and the bottom line by reducing costs.
Mr. Rao’s plans for the group includes
retaining the market leadership of Eimco Elecon
and also helping the management in formalising
and improving the operational processes while
encouraging marketing teams to approach more
of the private coalfield owners in order to
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negate the bureaucratic red-tape of the public
sector. Considerable progress has already been
made in that direction with the bagging of orders
from companies like TISCO, Monnet, Sancheti,
Technoblast, TCL-MMPL, Maheshwari Mining, VRC
Hitech etc.
Mr. Rao’s main focus areas in the
forthcoming months would also include
strategising on ways and means to penetrate
into the construction machinery business, with
a focus on improving the population of Loaders,
which already has a presence in the market and
to initiate the launch of other models, as soon as
possible. With the growth trends observed for
the previous years, the management is confident
that under the stewardship of Mr. Rao, his team at
Eimco Elecon would have a greater role to play in
achieving higher targets set by the management
for the current year and in the years to come.

Grand Welcome
Elecon takes pride in announcing the two
new members in the Elecon family...
Mr. Prashant Amin, Mr. Prayasvin Patel & Mr. V. B. Kalyankar unveiling “Rolly Gearry”.

Elecon takes pride in introducing
two new members into
their family...
Elecon takes enormous pride in
introducing two new members into their family,
“ROLLY GEARRY” the Elecon GEAR mascot and
“STACKY RECLAIMY” the Elecon MHE mascot.
Both these lovable, honest, friendly and witty
mascots embody all the values that brand Elecon
has stood firmly for, all these years.

He also stated that these two mascots
would give an interactive image to the company.
Mr. Prayasvin Patel further went on to elaborate
that the two mascots would start playing active
roles across the communication spectrum
through visual messaging in EDMs, internal
communication and gradually even extending
them to the external eco system with the world
On July 28th 2011 “STACKY RECLAIMY” at large.
and on July 29th 2011 “ROLLY GEARRY” were
unveiled by our CMD, Mr. Prayasvin Patel in the
He further stated that the two mascots
presence of the Senior executives as well as would be rendered in flash and would start
employees of MHE Division and GEAR Division talking to the Elecon family in fun filled ways,
followed by a meticulous presentation, where he infusing freshness in both communication and
explained the objectives behind the introduction identity that would help establish better connect
of these two mascots.
with employees and even with clients at a later
stage. The positioning taglines- ‘ROLLY GEARRY’
18

Mr. Prayasvin Patel & Mr. P. Gurunathan Unveiling “Stacky Reclaimy”.

‘Gearing industries. Gearing Economies’ and STACKY stature and understanding.
RECLAIMY’- ‘One stop destination for bulk material
handling equipment’, would bring more focus and
Let’s raise a toast and welcome home our
clarity across the entire communication spectrum, newest members ‘ROLLY GEARRY’ and ‘STACKY
helping every individual in the Elecon group grow in RECLAIMY’.

CMD Addressing the gathering.
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NEWS Track
Ms.Akanksha Patel Inaugurating EITL Office with Mr. Prayasvin Patel and Mrs. Taruna Patel

Bhoomi Pujan of New Shed At MHE Ground & Gear Division

Mr. Prayasvin Patel laying foundation
stone of the new shed of MHE Division.

Mr. Prayasvin Patel during Bhoomi Pujan
at Gear Division.

Our CMD, Mr. Prayasvin Patel laid the
foundation stone for the construction of the
new shed of Gear Division for the “Thousand
Gear Cell Project”. This new project will be an
expansion of Gear division’s dream of achieving
not only quantity but also world class quality
with the shortest possible delivery period, to
satisfy its valued customers.
While currently 480 to 500 Gear boxes
of helical ET and EP series are manufactured
per month, this new edifice will facilitate the
20

manufacture of around 1000 Gear boxes per
month, satiating the demand for both the
domestic as well as export markets.
A first of its kind in India, it will
distinguish itself from the present conventional
systems.
A complete lean manufacturing system
will be implemented with a cell concept which
includes other tools like 5S, Kaizen, Kanban
7 waste and visual management systems
altogether.

Elecon Group of Companies is marching ahead
with a mission towards achieving the target of Rs.
5000 crores annually, within the next 5 years. The
management, with a view to boost the production,
has decided to put up a new shed for increasing the
output and enhancing the targeted turnover.
The picture is of the Bhoomi Pujan for the new
shed construction named H8 & H9 at MHE Ground
having 60T/10T capacity Crane, 40 T/10T Crane and

40T/10T EOT Crane, 25T/10T EOT, Crane respectively
for fabrication and assembly purposes.
The current facilities enable us to dispatch around
20 to 30 Stackers/Reclaimers, nearly 40 Crushers
etc per year. With the construction of these new
sheds we will be able to deliver around 45 to 50
Stacker/Reclaimers as well as around 50 Crushers per
year along with other equipments.

Prayasvin Patel, CMD with Mr. Tomohisa Yamazaki, President of Yamazaki
Mazak, Japan during the visit to the MAZAK plant, JAPAN.

Elecon is also building
a 1000 Gearbox producing lean
manufacturing unit for which
many cells will be required to be
made from CNC machines. A team
of engineers went to Yamasaki
Mazak, Japan, under the leadership
of CMD, Mr. Prayasvin Patel, for the
selection of these CNC machines
as well as for FMS and palletizing
system for machining / boring of
gear casings. The team from MHE
surveyed laser cutting machines
for pipe section as well as plate
cutting, while the PBL team
surveyed a few CNC machines for
enriching their cells for this set up.

Mr. Prashant Amin, GD Inaugrating the new office at Prayas Engineering with
Mr. Sunil Dolia, Mr. Devraj Vithalapara and Mr. N.S.Chauhan.
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NEWS Track

Directors present at Elecon Annual General Meeting

AGM

Mr. Prashant Amin, Mr. Pradipbhai M. Patel, Mr. Prayasvin Patel
& Mr. H. S. Parikh

Directors present at Eimco Elecon Annual General Meeting
Mr. Prashant Amin, Mr. Vihang Virkar, Mr. H. S. Parikh,

AGM

Mr. Prayasvin Patel, Mr. Pradipbhai M. Patel - Chairman, Mr. Jal
Patel, Mr. A. M. Deshpande and Mr. N. D. Shelat
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NEWS Track

Prestigious Projects
‘PRO’GRESS ALL THE WAY!
Sailing in a wave of growth, the Elecon
Group of Companies is slated to reach greater
heights having bagged quite a few number of
new orders as under:

includes design, engineering, supply, erection,
testing and commissioning of Material Handling
System at Mundra and at the Special Economic
Zone of the Adani Group.

NMDC LIMITED
Elecon has won an order worth Rs.
176.49 crores from NMDC LIMITED for Downhill
Conveyor System for the Kumaraswamy iron ore
project, package - ii for design, engineering,
manufacturing, supplying, erection, testing,
commissioning, including associated civil and
structural works, electrical instrumentation,
material handling equipments and other
equipments as well.

BGR ENERGY SYSTEMS LIMITED
Elecon bagged orders from BGR Energy
Systems Ltd., Teynampet, Chennai worth Rs.
86.97 crores for design, engineering, supply
of CHP equipment including start-ups and
commissioning spares, performance guarantee
test, supply of Stacker cum Reclaimer, Paddle
Feeder, Ring Granulator, Wagon Tippler, Side Arm
Charger, Arpon Feede, Wobbler Feeder, Impactor,
Grizzy Feeder and other mandatory spares.

TECPRO SYSTEMS LTD.
BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
Elecon bagged prestigious orders worth
Elecon has yet again bagged an order
Rs. 125.77 crores from Chennai-based Techpro from Bharat Heavy Electrical Limited for Rs. 45.05
Systems for executing design, engineering, crores for the design, engineering, manufacturing,
supply, erection, testing of Material Handling supply and erection and commissioning of CHP
Equipment and other equipment for coal machine package for Bellary TPS, Unit -3 of 700
handling plant for Lanco project.
MW.
ADANI POWER LIMITED
Elecon won another prestigious order
worth Rs. 142 crores from Adani Power Limited
of the Adani Group. The scope of the order
24

MUNDRA PORT AND SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE
LTD.
Elecon bagged a prestigious order from
Mundra Port and Special Economic Zone Ltd.

worth Rs. 29.82 crores for design, engineering and IRAN International Engg. Co., Iran.
supply of Material Handling for Mundra Port and
Special Economy Zone Ltd, Mundra.
STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LIMITED
Elecon received an order worth Rs. 5.92 crores
JINDAL STEEL AND POWER LTD
from Steel Authority of India Limited, Meghahatuburu,
Jindal Steel and Power Ltd., Angul, Orissa Jharkhand, for the supply and installation of Wagon
awarded an order to Elecon MHE towards supplying Loader for enhancement of production capacity to 6.5
6MT PA, RMHS Packages with Stacker Reclaimers and MTPA.
other supporting equipment worth Rs. 47.80 crores.
ESSAR PROJECTS (INDIA) LTD.
L&T MHI BOILER PVT. LTD.
An order worth Rs 36 crores was received from
Elecon’s Gear Division bagged an order worth ESSAR Projects (India) Ltd, Mumbai, Maharashtra, for
Rs 40.55 crores from L&T MHI Boiler Pvt. Ltd. Powai, design, engineering, manufacturing, testing, inspection
Mumbai, for Coal Pulveriser for the 3 X 660 MW and supply of equipment, including accessories for
Power Plant of Maha Genco Koradi Thermal Power complete installation and commissioning and supply of
Station expansion project for the application of Bevel Stacker Reclaimer, Bucket Wheel Reclaimers, Slewing
Planetary Gear Boxes for supplying Gear Boxes.
Stacker, including erection and commissioning of all
equipment as well as the hydraulic systems, inclusive
M/S BSBK A/C MEENAKSHI ENERGY CHP.
of all auxiliaries and accessories.
Elecon received an order worth Rs. 18.75 crores
from Ms. BSBK A/C Meenakshi Energy Chp, Noida, U.P.,
Elecon Engineering Company Ltd., one of
for design, engineering, manufacturing, and supply of India’s largest Material Handling Equipment and
equipment for 2X300 MW, including electrical and Transmission Products manufacturer, announced its
structural equipment for supplying Unidirectional audited financial results for the quarter ended .
Stacker Reclaimer, Ring Granulator Type Crusher,
Vibrating Grizzly Feeder, Electro Mechanical Vibrating
31st March, 2011. Elecon has recorded a
Feeder and mandatory spares with supervision, turnover of Rs. 1,177 crores for the quarter ended
erection and commissioning (for 325 man days).
31st March, 2011 as against Rs. 1,046 crores in the
previous year, representing a growth of 13%. Gross
IRIKA ENGINEERING AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES profit from operations increased from Rs.90 crores
GMBH.
to Rs.121 crores. Net profit after tax stands at Rs. 88
IRIKA Engineering and Commercial Services crores, representing a growth of 33%.
GMBH, Dusseldorf, Germany placed an order worth
Rs. 15.68 crores for supply of combined Stacker cum
Reclaimer 1800 TPH and a Stacker 350 TPH with spares
for Pellet & HBI plant for Persian Gulf Saba Steel A/c
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Visitors

IRAN Delegations
Our authorized representative in
Iran, Sarfarazan Persia Co. and Elecon
Middle East organized 2 separate visits of
Iranian delegates from Cement and Steel
industry to visit ELECON in December
2010 and February 2011, respectively.

S&V Industries & REXNORD, USA

A team comprising Quality and Procurement specialists from REXNORD and S&V visited
ELECON Gear Division in March 2011.
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Bogie assembly manufacturing
for Ship Lift & Transfer Application
by Prayas Engineering
A FRUITFUL ‘PRAYAS’
Prayas Engineering has successfully
completed the project of assembling and testing
42 sets of ‘Bogie Assemblies’ supplied through
Bosch Rexroth Bogie for Goa Shipyard Ltd. (GSL).
To date it has built 167 vessels including barges,
tugs, landing craft, offshore patrol vessels and
other vessels for the Indian Navy and coast guard
and for export to countries like Yemen.

requirements like full penetration welding in
the ‘Pipe to rib’ joints and so on. Various other
tests like material testing, NDT (non destructive
testing) like Ultrasonic testing, MPT (Magnetic
Particles Testing), RT (Radiography) and VT (Visual
Testing) were applied through technical training
and qualification through NDT level-III qualified
personnel.

The processes are fully controlled and
monitored by Llyods Register i.e. from the stage
of approval of Row materials to the testing of
finished product. Typical items like ‘Seamless
Tubes of 500mm O.D. & Z quality plate material’
were imported all the way from Germany to be
incorporated in the finished
product.

Another important challenge in this project
was the marine quality painting by applying
NORSOK M501 standards and monitored by NACE
qualified inspectors. Prayas Engineering also used
‘Airless Paint Spray System’ to meet the special
requirements of High DFT requirements using a
high solid content paint.
Hydro-wash was carried
out prior to blasting to
keep the salt level within
minimum levels. Paint
adhesion was tested
as per ‘Dolly Testing’
method and passed
with higher degree of
acceptance.

Generally
the
Indian industry follows
ASME (American Society
of Mechanical Engineers)
standards, whereas this is
the first ever project for
Prayas Engineering where
the European norms have
been applied, qualifying
7 new WPS for welding
procedures
to
meet

In total, 42 Bogie
assemblies have been
delivered in a span of
28

about five months after the first Bogie approval was hydraulic cylinder mechanism placed into the Bogies,
received in July end. Each Bogie has the capacity of acting as the real force behind the ship lifting and
carrying a safe load of 200 tons each and can lift 8400 transfer process.
tons of ship weight altogether with the double acting

Product launch with SLS team in EAST Malaysia
Miri in the month of July

SLS team in east Malaysia

Product launch with SLS team in EAST MalaysiaMiri, in the month of July. This is basically to strengthen
our Agent /Stockist networks in South East Asia.
We have also signed an agreement with DB

engineering System for SUMATRA ISLAND to cater to Palm
Oil Business and other general industries. With this new
agreement, we now have a reasonably good agent networks
in Indonesia. Currently, we have four agents operating in
that part of the Far East.

Project Manthan
Project MANTHAN is an initiative by Elecon Group targeting to bridge the gap between the world class
companies and ELECON Group as a whole. With “Customer First” as the objective, the project focuses on fulfilling the
delivery commitments made to the customers. We believe that products with zero defect and delivered on time to our
customers, will result in company growth. This in turn will enhance the efficiency and morale of the employees, which
can also be achieved by putting in productive hours and an employee-friendly, safe working environment.
Under the guidelines of the project MANTHAN we commit ourselves to:
P - Strive for high PRODUCTIVITY both in offices and on shop floors
Q - Strive for QUALITY i.e. Zero defects and Zero rework
C - Strive for producing low COST products
D - Strive for on-time DELIVERY to our customers
S - Strive for a SAFE working environment
M - Strive for high MORALE at work
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SMM Worm Gear Box

Bevel Planetary Gear Box for Vertical
Roller Mill Drive for Cement & Power
Industries.

Individual Drive Roller Screen Supplied To Flsmith Minerals Ltd. For Utkal Almina Project.
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Vibrating Screens For Grasim Cement And Action Ispat Limited.

Fully Automatic Reversible Hammer Crushers, (Rate 500 T Per Hour), Supplied To Posco E &C,
South Korea For (-)3 mm Product
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Exports business overview
Geared up to touch the world
The increasing intensity of competition in
global markets is a challenge every company has to
face at all times in the international markets today.
As markets open up and become more integrated,
the pace of change accelerates, technology shrinks
distances between markets and competitive pressures
mount at all levels of the organization. The export
markets afford ample opportunities to supply a wide
range of ELECON products for various applications.
ELECON is a renowned name in these markets and is
becoming more and more prominent in the foreign
markets with its recent acquisition of UK based
RADICON / BENZLERS Std. units from David Brown,
generating new opportunities from various European
and American countries.
The export business mainly covers countries
in South East Asia, Middle East Countries, and
countries like USA, Zambia, Brazil, Australia, Guinea,
South Africa, New Zealand, Israel, Nepal, UK, Canada,
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Austria, Germany, etc.
SOUTH EAST ASIA (SEA)
The team comprising of Mr. Tejas Bhatt, Mr.
Chirag Dave, and Mr. Sivaguru headed by Mr. Vipul
Shah performing excellently in the South East Asian
countries like Korea / Japan / China / Mongolia /
Taiwan / Thailand / Philippines / Malaysia / Singapore /
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Indonesia. The major chunk of business generated, is
from Malaysia / Indonesia / Thailand and Singapore.
Last year revenue worth Rs. 17 Crore has been
generated from this region.
REST OF WORLD (ROW)
Under ROW we cover USA/ Zambia / Brazil /
Australia / Guinea / South Africa / New Zealand / Israel
/ Nepal / UK / Canada / Sri Lanka / Bangladesh
/ Austria / Germany. The revenue generated for the
ROW, for the last fiscal year was Rs.7 Crore.
Middle East and Africa (MEA)
In the Middle Eastern Region and Africa,
another young team comprising of Mr. Milap
Shaherawala, Mr.Nirav Shah, Mr. R.Srivatsan headed
by Mr. Rajen Kavani has managed to stay abreast with
the competition and doing good business. In MEA
we cover Iran / Jordan / Turkey / UAE / Uganda / Iraq /
Kenya / Bahrain / Ethiopia / Egypt / Saudi Arabia / Libya
/ Nigeria / Oman / Qatar / Tanzania / Morocco / Kuwait.
We generate majority of business from Iran / Jordan
/ Turkey / UAE and Uganda. Last year, for this region,
revenue worth Rs. 11 crores has been generated.
4000 KW gearboxes have been supplied for Pinion
Stand application in steel industries in Iran and are
the largest of their kind, manufactured at ELECON.

Customer:
New Krung Thai Sugar Factory, Thailand
Motor Power: 1500 KW
Speed: 1000 RPM
Weight: 38,000 Kgs. /Gear

Customer:
Mobarakeh Steel IRANPinion Stand Gear Box
Input speed: 135 RPM
Input Motor Power: 4000 KW
Ratio: 1/1
Weight: 25000 Kgs.

Customer :
The Public Authority for Stores and Food
Reserve - Oman
Double Boom Mobile Stackers
Qty 6 Nos. for Grains Handling
Mfd. by Prayas Engg. Ltd.
Capacity 500 bags per hour of 50 Kg/Bag

Elecon Far East & Middle East Teams

Vipul Shah
Singapore

Tejas Bhatt
Singapore

Chirag Dave
Indonesia

K. Sivaguru
Malaysia

Milap Shaherawala
Middle East

Rajen Kavani
Middle East

Nirav Shah
Middle East

Srivatsan
Middle East
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Integration of

Benzlers-Radicon Group with Elecon
Elecon made its first international
acquisition in November 2010 by acquiring
the Benzlers-Radicon group from David Brown
Gear System. As much as the challenge was in
acquiring the B-R group, a greater challenge lies
in its integration with the Elecon family. This
challenge is being ably met under the focused
leadership of our CMD and ED who are driving
the integration efforts. The integration begins
with a thorough understanding of Elecon’s
interest in going ahead with the acquisition:

MR. NEVILLE VICKERY

Group General Manager
Benzlers - Radicon

ELECON to grow its exports in a big way and get
better price realization.
A brief overview of the integration efforts
in the last 10 months is described below:
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
Our design head visited the B-R group to
understand the systems and the process being
followed. It has now been decided that a back
office operation with 3 design engineers will be
established in India to support the design and
product development efforts of B-R group.

ELECON GROUP’S INTEREST
~ Maximize turnover.
MANUFACTURING:
~ Access to better technology and quality
The major challenge in outsourcing
systems.
the manufactured products is the high quality
~ Using ELECON group as the global
outsourcing hub.
This will bring advantages of:
~ Economies of scale in the manufacturing
process.
~ Reduction in cost, across the supply
chain.
~ In the past, ELECON has tried growing
with technical collaborations. However,
collaborations come with their own set
of restrictions.
~ This acquisition gives a platform for
34

An aerial view of Benzlers - Radicon Factory

expectations in the export market. After a prolonged
discussion on product quality and pricing, the first
lot of samples has been sent to B-R group for quality
approval. Some of the other products such as Roloid
pumps, F-series, worm sets, bearings, motors, etc.
are under the process of validation to establish a
manufacturing and outsourcing base in India.
FACILITY EXPANSION
Facility expansion and CAPEX plans are
currently being undertaken in UK / USA and Thailand
to enhance the process of servicing the markets and
ramping up the manufacturing capabilities. Radicon
USA has leased a 30,000 sq. ft. facility in Chicago to
enhance the process of servicing customers in South
and North America. Zemarc, a major distributor in LA,
predominantly present in hydraulics related products,
has expanded their product portfolio by establishing a
SWIFT center for the MCFK range gear motors and in
the future will add the Elecon range of products to its
portfolio.

Mr. Prashant Amin, GD with Team Benzlers- Radicon

strong brand value has applications in heavy position
and lifting applications. A sales agreement between
EMTICI and Benzlers has been signed for sales,
marketing and service of Screw Jacks in India.
Roloid pumps, a product of Radicon, UK, having
applications in forced lubrications systems for high
speed gearing, is another product which will soon be
marketed through the EMTICI network.
B-R group is marketing the Elecon range

of products actively in markets of UK, Europe and
SYSTEMS TRAINING / QUALITY SYSTEMS
Scandinavia. In the last 9 months, orders of almost
This year, Elecon group has embarked on an EURO 500,000 have been booked. PBL will soon be
ambitious mission of establishing a world-class, 1000 introducing the second generation range of MCGK
gear box manufacturing plant. Lean manufacturing gear motors and use the established platform of
concepts are being used to establish the plant. A team SWIFT centers, to enhance the process of servicing
from Elecon has visited the Benzlers plant in Sweden the customers and to reduce the lead times.
to know and learn about the systems prevalent in
that plant. The General Manager of Benzlers, who is CULTURAL INTERGARTION
six sigma black- belt in quality and an expert in lean
Elecon is known for its aggressive marketing
manufacturing concept, is actively involved in setting plans, an eye on top line growth and product
up the 1000 gear box manufacturing plant.
management strategy, so that each product group
gets its due focus. This same concept has now been
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND TRANSFERS
implemented in B-R group wherein global product
B-R group has a product range which adds to managers have been appointed to give each product
the product range of Elecon group. Screw Jacks, a line a focus and have developed product wise sales
product from Benzlers which is of high quality and has and marketing strategies to drive up the volumes.
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Vidyog 2011

Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD - Elecon addressing the Gathering at Vidyog-2011

The Fourth Mega Industrial Exhibition
“Vidyog- 2011” was organized by Vitthal
Udhyognagar Industries Association (VUIA),
Anand, on the Elecon grounds. This exhibition
was inaugurated by Shri Bhupendrasingh
Chudasama- Vice Chairman of Gujarat Planning
Commission and former Agricultural Minister,
CMD Elecon Group – Shri Prayasvin Patel, Shri
R. S. Sodhi - M.D. of GCMMF and Dr. C. L. Patel
- Chairman of Charutar Vidya Mandal.

Besides having three main stalls of
Elecon, EITL and Madhubhan Resort & Spa at
the event, Elecon acted as the main sponsorer
for Vidyog-2011. The event had active
participation from sectors like Engineering,
Information
Technology,
Agriculture,
Automobile, SSIs, FMCGs, Gems and Jewelry,
Education, Handicrafts as well as Construction
and Building Materials.

CMD Elected as President of CVM

THE MASTER WITH A PLAN

Shri Vikram Patel and Shri Dr.C.L.Patel with Shri Prayasvin Patel at CVM Office.
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The pioneers of Vallabh Vidyanagar, Shri
Bhaikaka and Shri Bhikhabhai, both great visionaries
in their own right, had envisaged change in the
educational scenario half a century back. Therefore,
they endeavoured to establish the township of Vallabh
Vidyanagar and the educational trust Charutar Vidya
Mandal.

and Engineering, Commerce and Management. Today,
the investment of Charutar Vidya Mandal stands at
more than US$ 30 million, and a new self contained
Satellite Township called New Vallabh Vidyanagar
sprowling over 100 acres has already received an
investment of around US$ 20 million.
Shri Prayasvin Patel was elected unanimously
as the President of CVM and under his dynamic and
unmatched leadership, he has promised to take this
institution to greater heights in the coming years by
way of expanding quality education, which could then
be used as a means of social transformation.

Shri H.M. Patel took up the task thereafter.
Later on, in the 1990’s, Dr. C.L. Patel took over the
reins of Charutar Vidya Mandal as the Chairman. Under
his dynamic leadership, missionary zeal and visionary
outlook, various self-financed educational institutions
were established in the areas of Technology, Science

Swarnim Gujarat:

Raksha-Shakti Utsav on ELECON Grounds….
Swarnim Gujarat Raksha-Shakti Utsav was
organized at the Elecon grounds with a series of
programmes with special focus on subjects like safety
and security of citizens, healthcare, environment
safety, social security and disaster management.
Being the first of its kind, the theme of Raksha-Shakti
Utsav was held to commemorate the golden jubilee
of Gujarat. Swarnim Gujarat’s concluding functions

showcased five different themes- Raksha-Shakti,
Gyan-Shakti, Jal-Shakti, Jan-Shakti and Urja-Shakti.
Five districts of the central zone, AhmedabadAnand- Vadodara- Kheda and Nadiad, participated in
the programme.
The Raksha-Shakti exhibition was inaugurated
by Chief Minister Shri Narendra Modi.

Shri Prayasvin Patel, CMD Presenting a Cheque of donation to Shri Narendra Modi, CM, Gujarat State, For Raksha-Shakti
Development.
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Play back singer Shreya
Goshal with the cancer
affected children during
live concert.

Mr.
Prayasvin
Patel
supported this cause by
giving the co-sponsorship of
thisevent from Elecon Group of
Companies.

Renowned
Playback
Singer Shreya Goshal’s Live
Concert was organized by
Shree Krishna Hospital on
12th November, 2011 with the
objective to raise the funds
which would be placed in the
H.M.Patel centenary Endowment
Fund and its income applied
towards meeting the cost of
treatment of those patients who
are not in a position to afford
the cost for cancer treatment.

NEWS Track

The Hi-tech facilities at the Bhanubhai & Madhuben Patel
Cardiac Centre, Shree Krishna Hospital, Karamsad.

expertise on curing cardiac problems across ages.
The Centre also keeps on ascending the quality
ladder with doing the most complicated cardiac
procedures and surgeries, many of which are rarely
managed elsewhere in the country.

Bhanubhai & Madhuben Patel Cardiac Centre
(BMPCC), managed by Charutar Arogya Mandal,
Karamsad is an ideal destination for a complete
cardiac care. Established in October 2008, BMPCC
The Centre, with its commitment to provide
takes pride in its state-of-the-art technology and
the
most
efficient medical care at the most affordable
a team of highly competent doctors. In a humble
beginning the Centre with a team of a cardiac rates comes across cases where with treatment a
surgeon, a cardiac anesthetist and three cardiologists healthy life could be restored to the patients, who
has now grown up to a panel of specialists that may defer taking the decision to get operated due to
include 2 cardiac surgeons, 2 cardiac anesthetists, 3 unavailability of funds. At BMPCC, such cases too are
dealt with great sensitivity and care. With a panel
cardiologists and 6 CCU anesthetists.
of kind donors who are ready to support the needy
The Centre with its multidisciplinary patients, BMPCC has created “A Hole in the Heart
paediatric support structure and telemedicine Fund”- a corpus which funds the treatment of the
service has provided out-door consultation to more underprivileged.
than 9300 patients, performed over 400 surgeries,
With the most advanced infrastructure
out of which more than 230 have been carried out
for paediatric patients and administered about and dedicated team of professionals, the Centre is
1470 Cath procedures of which there were 220 getting patients from other parts of the State and
angioplasties. The Centre has successfully operated quite a few foreign nationals as well. For creating a
upon an infant aged 13 days and at the same time an greater awareness on congenital cardiac problems
eighty six year old woman went home happily after at the community and doctors level, more than 30
undergoing an open heart surgery demonstrating its camps and 15 CMEs have been organized.
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EL CARE & ELF

MISSIONS FOR A CAUSE

Mr. Rao, PSI VVNagar, Mr. M.S.Gurung - GM, Mr. H. C. Somani, Mr. A.K.Jadeja -DSP, Anand, Mrs. Avantika Singh
- Dist. Collector, Anand, Mrs. Taruna Patel, Ms. Akanksha Patel, Ms. Aishwarya Patel, Pujya Moraridasji - Santram
Mandir - Karamsad, Mr. K.G.Patel - Indian Red Cross Society - Anand, Mr. Bhupendra Shah - IRCS, Anand,
& Mr. K. C. Somani.

Corporate Social Responsibility is an
ongoing commitment of Elecon by contributing
towards the economic development, while
improving the quality of life of its people,
customers as well as the community and society
at large.
About eight years ago, ELCARE and three
years ago, ELF were launched to address Elecon
and its Group of Companies’ total Corporate
Social Responsibility.

of companies, one of the companies plays host
to a blood donation camp.
This year, the Blood Donation camp
was organized by ELCARE at Madhubhan in
affiliation with Indian Red Cross Society and
A. D. Gorwala Blood Bank of Krishna Medical
at Karamsad. About 1117 units of blood were
collected, breaking the previous records in and
around Anand. Several other Blood Donation
camps were organized in the group companies
and 2200 units of blood were collected. Great
work by ELCARE.

ELCARE has been active in providing
social services viz. Blood donation
camps, medical support to needy
persons, higher education support
to deserving economically weaker
students etc. ELF team is very
active in bringing smiles into the
less priviledged lives….. be it taking
the orphanage kids on a picnic or
just playing games with them whilst
teaching them hygiene….awareness
of learning during visits to the
forgotten villages and health for the
women. Spending time with patients
or the elderly from the old age homes
is another way of bringing smiles
into others lives and in turn feeling
the happiness within is The Joy of
Giving for the ELF Team.
Ms. Akanksha Patel first time young-blood-donor donating blood
Blood Donation Camps
Every year, within the Elecon Group

during the camp organised at Madhubhan Resort & Spa.
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Breast Cancer
Awareness
Session for
the women of ELF
adopted village
A Session of Awareness

Ms. Indu Brijesh Kumar educating rural women on Breast Cancer.

Breast cancer is the most common disease
affecting women today. There are approximately
3000 new cases diagnosed each year. On the initiative
taken by ELF, a Breast Cancer Awareness Session was
organized under the guidance of the Health Educator,
Ms. Indu Brijesh Kumar from Shree Krishna Hospital,
Karamsad, for the women of the adopted village
Panchvati, Karamsad.

and remedies of breast cancer. The female folks of the
village were educated in detail about the facts and
causes of breast cancer. Ms.Indu Brijesh Kumar made
a 45 minute-long presentation which encompassed, in
detail, the facts and causes of breast cancer. She also
educated them about the methods for early detection
of breast cancer like, breast self examination, regular
clinical examination and mammogram.

The session focused on the causes, symptoms
Chirag Baria - before Operation

Caring of a very
special child

Ms. Akanksha Patel, Mrs. Taruna Patel and
Abhishek feeding Chirag Baria.

Chirag Baria - After Operation.

Andh Apang Jan Vikas Mandal, Mogri had one very special
child who was noticed having his meal on the floor whilst all the
blind children were eating on table and chairs…..Chirag Baria was
born with a severely deformed body and could only eat with a
very laborious action with his hands and twisting of body before a
bite went into his mouth. Akanksha offered to feed him which he
politely refused but she fed him anyway... not only that she decided
to do something for him by way of a medical checkup and if there
was a chance for him to ever stand. With the help of ELF Team
Leader Ms. Basanti Patel along with other members, Chirag was
diagnosed and operated upon at Rainbow Hospital, Ahmedabad
with donations from ELCARE..... and after months of treatments
we can see the diffrence in “before and after photographs of
Chirag” with happiness beaming on his face….. now the next ops
is his hands….All Little Elves members…..good work…congrats!!
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‘EYE’ING POSSIBILITIES TO
EMPOWER LIVES.
ELF as a part of the endeavor for
continuously supporting the socially and
economically weaker sections of the society,
arranged an eye check up camp for the
physically challenged students of Blind School,
Mogri at Shankara Eye Hospital, Mogar.
Around 90 students were examined where the
probable positive cases were identified and
now it is a mission for ELF to bring back the
visions of these little children whose world is
bound by the limits of the touch they feel and
words they hear and making them capable
enough to stand on their own…

World Sight Day

Blind children at the eye
checkup camp.
A Blind child undergoing
eye checkup. >

13th Oct 2011

Mrs. Taruna Patel at the Sankara Eye Hospital as
Chief Guest on “World Sight Day”.

Sankara Eye Hospital’s mission is to
eliminate blindness from birth by the year 2020
and 13th October marks the “World Sight Day”
and initiates the countdown towards vision 2020.
Sankara Eye Hospital, Anand, and Elecon
Ladies Forum (ELF), commemorated ‘World Sight
Day” through a unique step towards empowering
the blind and enabling social inclusion. In a oneof-its-kind workshop on teaching photography to
the blind children titled “Beyond Sight Workshop
2011”, in collaboration with Beyond Sight
Foundation, Mumbai - Sankara and ELF initiated
a march towards social inclusion. This is the
first of its kind workshop conducted in Anand.
Mrs. Taruna Patel, C.E.O. of EMTICI Engineering
Limited was the Chief Guest.
The workshop involved training blind
children on photography techniques for a day. A
total of 40 students from a blind school, attended
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Blind Children at photography
workshop.

the workshop.
“Blind With Camera” project was started
by Partho Bhowmick in Mumbai, India. After two
years of independent research on blindness and
visual art, he decided to start a workshop on
photography for the blind. In January 2006, he
started the workshop with just one student and
later several visually impaired joined. Till date,
over eighty visually impaired have been trained
in photography in Mumbai, Goa and Pune. To
spread “Blind With Camera” project beyond
geographical boundaries, in August 2010,
Partho launched an intranet virtual school of
photography www.blindwithcameraschool.org
It provides step-by step tutorials for the visually
impaired to get started with photography and
guidance to sighted photographers to start
photographic workshops with local visually
impaired.

Inspiring A Change
From

A World Beyond!

Remembering Shri Bhanubhai and
Smt. Madhuben on their Punyatithis

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Patel, Ms. Aishwarya Patel and Mrs. Jasuben Patel paying homage to late Shri Bhanubhai
Patel & Smt. Madhuben Patel.

Bhanubhai Patel and Lt. Smt. Madhuben Patel on
their 5th and 10th ‘Punyatithi’, respectively with the
objective of bringing together the young and the
old.

Ms. Aishwarya Patel & Ms. Serena Bhatt engrossed in Singing
at Bhajan Sandhya.

“Bhajan Sandhya” was organized on January 31st,
2011 by ELF, in which a Bhajan Mandali from Rasnol
accompanied by the children from the school for Blind and
Handicapped, Mogri and the elderly from the old people’s
home were gathered for the event to showcase their
hidden talents. Mr.Prayasvin Patel, in his interaction with
the gathering through video conferencing..... welcomed
Mr. Charles Patel and Mrs. Pratima Patel to grace the event
in his absence in remembrance of his parents Lt. Shri
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The gathering of around 300 people from various
old age homes, orphanages and schools along with
the Elecon Ladies Forum thoroughly enjoyed the
moment. Ms. Aishwarya Patel’s (granddaughter
of Bhanubhai and Madhuben Patel) rendering of
a dhoon, ‘Shri Guru Sharnam’, accompanied by
Ms.Serena Bhatt, set the motion for the success of
the evening followed by dinner for all.

Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO EMTICI Engineering Ltd and
founder of ELF, was happy to see the dedication of the
ELF members. She congratulated them for their continuous
efforts to bring smiles into many lives. She also mentioned
that the alliance of the young and the old was really a
wonderful task that ELF undertook as it was the wish of
the CMD that special efforts be made to organize such
alliances at regular intervals.

EL CARE & ELF

The Little Elves Club gives A Message to Today’s Youth

Akanksha , Abhishek and Aashay with other friends serving lunch to the children from Mogri Blind School, Anand.

Life is all about “What You Choose to Believe
In” and then “How You Choose To Live It”. This is
one of the reasons why ELF has taken up a huge task
of forming a new group called “The Little Elves”.
The mission of The Little Elves is to share
their happiness with the lesser privileged and
by doing so, they would not only be bringing
happiness into the world of other little elves but
also to themselves by doing a good deed on some
of the most important days of their lives. Whenever
a birthday, a graduation, or a new home or even a
festival is celebrated in your home - when you join
The Little Elves - you pledge to spend at least an hour
of that happiness with some of the lesser privileged,
and then continue with your own celebrations.
All you have to do is give an hour of your
precious time and earn some memorable moments
that will forever be etched in your heart. As parents,
these are some values, which we take for granted
believing that our children will have them when
they grow up. But it can all start at an early age and
then the children continue the good work for life.
In the following pages you will find some
activities carried out this year by Akanksha Patel and
Aishwarya Patel on their birthdays. Both children
themselves request for such activities during every
important moment or event of their life as a must,
and always come back with a heart full of joy with
sweet memories.
The hundred children of various ages,
from the Blind School at Mogri benefitted with
this gesture when a young group of fifteen friends
went with Akanksha and Aishwarya to their school.
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Everyone interacted with them and then personally
served them a hearty lunch. There were smiles and
happy faces all around with soft touches bringing
light into these lives. The best gesture was at the
end of the joyous meal when the kids announced to
pledge their birthday blessing (money), for the eye
check-ups of all the hundred blind children, at the
Shankara Eye Hospital. And this noble gesture, after
months of work and effort with the help of the ELF
Team, has brought back corrected vision in many
of these children as well as relief to their parents.
This is Work In Progress, as The Little Elves Club will
be spending more time with these kids in future to
take further action for some who needs operations
and follow up treatments.
The other blissful event was when this
group of friends from Mumbai and Vidyanagar
played tennis with the orphaned and handicapped
kids from Joyland Orphanage. These were children
who had only seen tennis on T.V. So the actual joy of
holding a racket and learning to play tennis was an
immeasurable pleasure for all who played with them.
Some of the children were bent and some were too
short or deformed; some played with one hand
while some with one leg and on crutches, but the
smiles on their faces said it all, and now members of
The Elecon Tennis Academy plays tennis with these
children once a week to continue to bring joy to
them with this newly discovered sport.
The ELF Team is happy to enroll all those
children who wish to join The Little Elves Club and
do good deeds for the community, thus bringing
joy to many lives. Please contact ELF at Elecon
.We believe that - ALL CELEBRATIONS CAN BE
CELEBRATED WITH A PERSONAL CAUSE.
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MADHUBHAN IN THE NEWS

MADHUBHAN RESORT & SPA
GETS A BRAND AMBASSADOR

DEEPTI BHATNAGAR
The dynamic and ever-effervescent Deepti
Bhatnagar was the natural choice to promote Madhubhan’s
world-class image.   A true art connoisseur at heart and
an ardent admirer of verdant beauty - this refined, chic
ambassador exudes class with a very Indian touch, an apt
characteristic that sums up Madhubhan.
Deepti caught the media spotlight very early when
she was crowned Eves Weekly’s Miss India in 1990. She
went on to represent India in the Miss World contest and
ended up finishing at a creditable 5th place. She continued
to receive modeling assignments from Singapore-based
organizations, and eventually had an entrepreneurial stint
running a handicrafts factory in her hometown of Meerut.
When she came to Bombay in 1992, this attractive
young woman was noticed and was approached to act in
Sanjay Gupta’s ‘Ram Shastra’. From 1995 through to 2004,
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she acted in numerous Hindi and Telugu movies, and even
did an English movie. Since 2001, she has been involved
in the production of ‘Musafir Hoon Yaaron’, a travel guide
show; a religious travel show - ‘Yatra’; and a TV serial - ‘Kabhi
Aaye Na Judaai’. An ardent travel buff, she has travelled to
over 80 countries on various assignments.
As the brand ambassador of Madhubhan Resort &
Spa, she has actively participated in the road shows and
promotional events held in the USA and other parts of the
world. The new Madhubhan film, which was shot with her
as the protagonist, showcases her myriad experiences at
Madhubhan. Deepti was also a part of this year’s Navaratri
Thanganaat celebrations at Madhubhan.
Having Deepti on board at Madhubhan has truly been an
incredible experience. We express our gratitude and thank
her for being a part of the legacy called Madhubhan.

MADHUBHAN VISITORS

Newsmakers at

MADHUBHAN

Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO receiving the Vice President Of Kenya, His Excellency Hon. Stephen
Kalonzo Musyoka and his delegation.

Mr. Gautam Adani - Adani Group of Companies
Greeted by Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO Madhubhan.
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Mr. Ravi Ruia - CMD, Essar Group with
Mr. Manohar Gurung - GM, and Mr. Keyur
Parikh - DGM.

Mr. Manohar Gurung - GM, receiving
Mr. Gulshan Grover - Actor.

Mrs. Saroj Khan - Choreographer with
Madhubhan Resort & Spa Team.

Lt. Mr. Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi - Former Indian
Cricket Team Captain.

Mr. Pawan Sinha - Famed TV Astrologer.

Mr. Manohar Gurung - GM, receiving
Mrs. Rajshree Birla.

Mr. Jagrut Mehta receiving Mr. Mika Singh Singer.
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MADHUBHAN HAPPENINGS & FESTIVALS

HAPPENINGS AT MADHUBHAN RESORT & SPA
26th of October ‘11 was the
second Anniversary of Madhubhan
Resort & Spa. A cake cutting
ceremony followed by Hi-tea was
organized for all the in-house guests
to commemorate this special day.
Mr. Prayasvin Patel, Mrs. Taruna
Patel,
Ms. Aishwarya Patel &
Mr. Manohar Gurung at cake cutting
ceremony

On 21st of October
‘11, Pizza & Pasta Festival was
launched to add to the fervor
of Diwali Festival celebrations.
The highlight of this Festival
was Wood-fired Pizzas and
fresh Hand-tossed Pastas. This
was very well received and
appreciated by all our guests.
Italian Restaurant at Madhubhan

Actress Vidya Malvade and Deepti
Bhatnagar during Navratri at Madhubhan
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Madhubhan Resort & Spa hosted the popular
TV Show “Papad Pol.…Shahbuddin Rathod Ki Rangeen
Duniya” telecast on the popular TV Channel SAB TV. It
is a dramatized presentation of Shahbuddin Rathod’s
vision, a renowned name in Indian television fraternity
played out by wonderful and intriguing characters,
who are very simple and relatable to middle class
people living together in a POL (Moholla). The team
shot for almost 10 days at Madhubhan Resort & Spa
combining their work with pleasure.
Sharing his thoughts, Mr. Swapnil Joshi who
portrays the popular character of ‘Vinay Chand
Parikh’, said that shooting at Madhubhan Resort & Spa
was not only
exciting
but
also a relaxing
experience for
all of them.
“Everybody on

the sets enjoyed the location as picturesque as this,
what more does one want when one has a swimming
pool flowing through the property, along with world
class Spa therapies and lip-smacking multi cuisine
food. It’s the best way to combine work with pleasure
and Madhubhan has truly been a blissful experience
for us all,” he added.
Ms. Ami Trivedi who portrays the character
“Kokila” found shooting at Madhubhan Resort & Spa
very relaxing. She added “each and every staff member
is extremely polite and helpful here. I am floored by
the abundance of greenery and serenity of the Resort.
It is a true luxury experience at Madhubhan Resort &
Spa. I wish to come again for a vacation with my family
soon.”
The ten-day long shoot concluded with fun
filled quality moments during the farewell party
hosted by Madhubhan, especially for the Papad Pol
team.

Team Papadpol at Madhubhan
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MADHUBHAN HAPPENINGS & FESTIVALS

The Big Blue Blash

Diwali Festival

Navratri Festival
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Holi

Diwali Festival

New Year celebration
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MADHUBHAN Resort & Spa

Now

EXPERIENCE

MADHUBHAN

HOSPITALITY AT ITS BEST!
A romantic getaway, a close-to-the-nature
holiday, a rejuvenation break with close friends,
a fine destination for weddings or a weekend
retreat with your family to energize and refocus
in perfect luxury and privacy or for MICE and
Corporate events - there are many reasons to
seek out a holiday at Madhubhan Resort & Spa.
Redefine royal living at Madhubhan
Resort & Spa with both contemporary and
traditional Gujarati living experiences, soak
in the relaxation and beauty right here on the
green belt of Charotar. The 24x7 coffee shop
serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner buffets,
carry a very warm and welcoming casual
atmosphere. The Fine Dining Restaurant – The
Banyan Tree is a place for your more quiet and
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relaxed experience. Whereas The Unique Dining
Experience (UDE) - a customized and exclusive
dinner for couples anywhere on the lawns of
Madhubhan has been in great demand. Enjoy a
rich gourmet coffee experience at “Pyaali” the
coffee lounge, or simply sip away a refreshing
cuppa at Madhubhan’s “Chai Bar”. A step into
Madhubhan’s “Wellness Juice Bar” for the best
wellness drinks to nourish your body and skin
or simply stroll away on a morning walk and get
engrossed on this 22 acre beautifully landscaped
property.
For the discerning business and leisure
traveller, Madhubhan Resort & Spa offers 81
luxuriously appointed rooms and suites, well
appointed Mandavadi Gom cottages located

amidst serene natural environs with the guarantee of
perfect luxury and privacy. Whether in luxury cottages or
suites, pool-side cottages under Mango and Chikoo trees
or in the plush comfort of deluxe rooms with breathtaking
views of the resort, a vacation at Madhubhan transforms
every moment into a memory of a lifetime.
When it
comes to activities at Madhubhan, there are three choices:
all, nothing, and everything in between. One can stick to
their favourite activity (perhaps a game of tennis, volleyball
or water polo followed by a swim in the infinity pool or in
the
Gom ni Talavdi, the longest pool in Gujarat!), or tackle
them all (from indoor games in the activity center to treasure
hunts exploring the Resort), or simply sit back on our decks
and watch the world go by.
Be it a grand marriage or an intimate celebrations,
special occasions or planned events, all celebrations are
just perfect at Madhubhan. The arrangements, the cuisine,
the atmosphere, the service; all are par excellence. From
a destination wedding, to an engagement ceremony,
a namkaran ceremony of your new born, to a business
conference, by choosing the natural beauty of Madhubhan,
an environment that embraces the guests in a serene setting
is selected. Aided by the expert and professional event
management team, every detail is taken care of so that you
can relax in confidence.
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MADHUBHAN Resort & Spa

In today’s world, where everyone is in a career
and goal hunt and long hours of work means losing a lot
of energy and plenty of stress, a spa break comes across
like a breath of fresh air.
The Sohum Spa at Madhubhan, we offer mindful,
effective skin care and body therapies of the highest quality
which are administered by a carefully selected team of
experienced therapists who will help you rejuvenate and
revive your mind, body and soul.
Spread over an expansive 10,000 sq. feet of sheer
luxury, the Sohum Spa is cocooned from the rest of the
resort with its own water bodies and landscaping. The
water bodies with exotic fish create just the right mood
to settle into, even before you enter the spa. What’s
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THE REJUVENATION EXPERIENCE AT

MADHUBHAN

YOU JUST CAN’T COME ONCE.
more, the rustic colours, the soothing ambience, the
professional yet warm therapists let you discover a
very memorable experience.
At the Sohum Spa, guests can look forward
to discovering holistic natural therapies - treatments
derived from the ancient art of Ayurveda - to
international holistic therapies. The Sohum Spa is the
first in India to offer Oxygen and Ozone therapies,
among other contemporary therapies. One can
also enjoy therapies like Body Wraps, Body Work,
Spiritual Body Work, Skin Refinements, Face Therapy,
Body Envelopments, Hydro Soak Therapy and
authentic beauty treatments. The spa complements
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all treatments with top-quality products. So come to
Sohum Spa at Madhubhan and step into a world of
relaxation with our amazing Day Packages, Three
Day Packages or Weekly Packages.
Whether you want to explore an amazing
way to unwind, or crave for a little well-deserved
indulgence to bring back balance into your life, the
Sohum Spa at Madhubhan is the right place to be.
So take some time out for yourself and your body
to take a break from the draining monotony and
rediscover a new and refreshed YOU at The Sohum
Spa

MADHUBHAN Resort & Spa
A wedding at Madhubhan

DESTINATION WEDDINGS
AT MADHUBHAN
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RESORT & SPA

A night view of Gom Cottages

to suit everyone wishing to have a ‘Wedding made
in Heaven’ experience.

Madhubhan Resort and Spa, set amidst
22 acres of lush greenery in Anand, Gujarat,
with its perfect natural setting and accented by
meticulously landscaped open spaces, is an ideal
venue for Destination Weddings. Madhubhan
Resort and Spa offers “The unique blend of luxury
with true Indian traditions”.

At Madhubhan, wedding celebrations is
where the hosts get relieved of the worries of
coordinating Events, Ceremonies and Special
Services etc. Instead, they feel like Emperors in
their own domain and also enjoy the wedding as
much as the guests do, from the time they enter
the Madhubhan Lawns till they leave the gates.
Madhubhan Resort & Spa is undoubtedly the
most sought after venue for an ideal Destination
Wedding in Gujarat. Here, a Dream Wedding comes
to reality and translates into an unforgettable
experience that lasts a lifetime.

“Marriages are made in Heaven”. To make
this true we have to work hard on Earth. And so, we
make this proverb a reality at Madhubhan Resort
and Spa where we cater to all types of weddings, be
it the gen-next wedding or a traditional wedding.
Every wedding package is executed under the
supervision of our expert wedding planners so that
every detail is taken care of, so when the Bridal
Couple leaves the Resort they feel like being on
top of the world. Destination Wedding Packages
for Madhubhan Resort and Spa is a luxury created

Your Destination Wedding will not just
be celebrations with your family and friends, but
instead a vacation filled with memories.
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MADHUBHAN Resort & Spa

Promotional tours
to USA & UK

Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD addressing a hospitality meet at Manhattan, New York

Two years after having redefined the
Luxury Resort space in India with its unique
positioning of “Luxury soaked in tradition”,
Madhubhan Resort & Spa initiated its ambitious
plans of being recognized as a global player in
the hospitality industry. As a first step towards
realizing this vision, Madhubhan conducted
various road shows across the United States
of America in New York, New Jersey, Boston,
Chicago and Las Vegas. Madhubhan also
participated in the “India Independence Day
Parade” through a well designed float both in
New York and Chicago.
The meetings were addressed by
Mr. Prayasvin and Mrs. Taruna Patel along
with Deepti Bhatnagar. The important travel
industry members from travel companies with
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travel agents, advisors, planners, India tourism
board executives, as well as airline executives
attended the seminars and the conferences.
The number one Indian Channel, TV Asia,
covered the event and also interviewed the
promoters and the brand ambassador.
A Madhubhan Resort and Spa presentation was
also conducted in London at the UCMAS UK
ABACUS Competition in the presence of about
eight hundred people and the power point
presentation created a huge WOW factor.
With a positive response from overseas
markets, Madhubhan now intends to consolidate
its presence through various strategic tie-ups
to facilitate better and faster service to reach
Madhubhan and its breathtaking beauty.

Brand Ambassador, Deepti Bhatnagar interacting with
Mr. Parikh, DGM, Madhubhan Resorts at Boston.

CEO, Mrs. Taruna Patel addressing the invitees at
Manhattan, New York.

Madhubhan float at the India Independence Day
Parade in New York

Andy Bhatia, Country Head, Kingfisher Airlines
addressing the gathering at Manhattan, New York.

Madhubhan Resort & Spa sponsors UCMAS, UK.
CEO, Taruna Patel with chief guest Deepti Bhatnagar
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Madhubhan presentation at Edison New Jersey
with invited Travel Agents and Guests.

ELECON SPORTS

Volley Ball

THE FIRST INTER DIVISIONAL
VOLLEY BALL TOURNAMENT
HELD AT
MADHUBHAN RESORT & SPA
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Mrs. Taruna Patel handing over the trophy to the winner team

Mr. Gurung’s welcome speech

Introduction of teams to Mrs. Taruna Patel

A new addition to Elecon’s sporting calendar,
The initial matches were played on round
this year was The First Inter-Division Volleyball robin basis. The finals were played between GEAR-A
Tournament held at Madhubhan Resort & Spa. Mr. v/s EIMCO-A. GEAR-A won the finals and was crowned
Prashant Amin, Director, Elecon Group of Companies, the champion team of the tournament.
formally inaugurated the tournament on April 6th,
2011. Twenty teams from the Elecon Group of
Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO, EMTICI Engineering
Companies participated in this tourney which was Ltd., encouraged all the participants and also
divided into 4 groups (Group A, B, C, D).
presented the trophies to the winning and the
runner-up teams.
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ELECON SPORTS

Cricket

Winner Team EMTICI - A, 2011

INTER-DIVISION SHOWDOWN
The Elecon Group has always been a
great patron of the game of cricket, constantly
encouraging the game, both within the group
and supporting the game externally as well.
This year Elecon organized the Inter Division
Cricket Tournament at the Elecon cricket
ground in January, for all the cricket enthusiasts
of the group. The tournament is twenty over
each team and played with a tennis ball
The tournament was inaugurated by
Mr. D. M. Patel, Director, PBL. 28 teams from
Elecon Group of Companies participated in the
tournament. The finals were played between
MHE Planning v/s EMTICI-A. EMTICI-A won the
tournament to be the champions.

Runners Up Team MHE Planning, 2011
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Mr. Vipul Patel was declared “The Man of the
Match” and Mr. Rushi Dalwadi of Gear Windmill
Division has won “The Man of the Series” award
for his overall performance in the tournament.
Apart from this, Elecon was an active
participant across various cricket tournaments
this year like the Open Anand District School
Tournament for the age groups under 14, 16
and 19 years, I. B. Patel Cup Senior Cricket
Tournament for the players from all over
Gujarat, All India Interstate Veteran Cricket
Tournament and the Anand Premier League, a
concept similar to IPL for cricket enthusiasts
from all over Gujarat.

Mr. V.G.Subnis handing over the trophy to
Mr. Nirvit B. Patel - Captain of the winner team

Tennis

Mr. Jigar Jetly with young tennis enthusiasts

Elecon Tennis Academy’s
Winning CHAMPS
Present and the future

Mr. Jigar Jetly at PTR, South Carolina

Elecon Tennis Academy, under the guidance of
Mr. Prayasvin Patel, CMD, Elecon Group of Companies
and Mrs. Taruna Patel, CEO, EMTICI Engg. Ltd. has
continuously progressed and has an extensive chain
of successes and growth stories to reveal.
Mr. Jigar Jetly, Chief Coach, ETA, attended a
one week Tennis Symposium this year organized by
PTR (Professional Tennis Registry) at South Carolina,
U.S.A. He also met Nick Bollettieri, (Andre Agassi’s
coach) and got some very useful tips on managing,
organizing and conducting tennis activities at ETA.
In the year 2010-11, Elecon Tennis Academy organized
4 district tournaments (Anand District Lawn Tennis
Tournament). ETA has been successful in producing
State and National Level players from the areas in and
around Gujarat.
Over the years, Elecon has always been ahead
in encouraging sports. Mini - Tennis is the newest
concept in tennis which involves dividing the court
into mini-courts and using different form of soft
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balls for training purpose. ETA was first in Gujarat
to introduce Mini-Tennis even before AITA started
official training and workshops on the subject. The
Summer Camp arranged this year was a great success
with participation from  Anand district, Vadodara and
Ankleshwar. The future approach of ETA will be to
conduct Open School Tournaments and Open College
Tournaments on a regular basis, making the game of
Tennis more popular in the schools in Anand as well
as the vicinity. ETA will be inviting players from other
academies of the districts and conducting internal
tournaments and training sessions to have a more
competitive approach to this game.
It also plans to conduct two day weekend camps
on a regular basis. New and innovative methods for
enhancing coordination, synchronization and physical
fitness, have been introduced as a part of regular
training sessions. As a result players have shown
improved levels of agility, endurance and stability in
their games. Moreover, on-court ‘situational training’
for all players has become part of coaching sessions.

ART VIEW

SHRI RAMNIKBHAI KANERIA
His Art is His Inspiration

I am the King

Motivating the mind through craft is
an inspiration for one’s self as well as those
who have an eye for good artwork in all
forms.
One such Sculptor is Shri Ramnikbhai
Kaneria born in Anida, Gondal, Gujarat. He
is renowned for his exceptional work par
excellence, all over India and globally also.
His glorious career spans over two decades
and he has conducted exhibitions all over
India as well as at the leading Art Exhibition
Centers around the world. He is among
the few artists to have received scholarship
during his study in France, in the year 1981
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Cyclists In a cycle of Life

to 1983. His sculptures apart from being awe
inspiring are made from unused scrap, stone
and metals. Shri Ramnikbhai’s work has been
well appreciated and adorns the walls and
spaces of India’s Who’s Who.
At Elecon, we are proud to have
joined hands with such a distinguished artist
and sculptor and who continues to surprise
us with his extraordinary work.

LENS VIEW by Akanksha Patel

A Rare View of Eiffel Tower
through Bare Branches - Captured during a school trip.
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LENS VIEW by Akanksha Patel

Joy Of Giving & Bringing Smiles - Photograph taken at Mogri Village, Anand.
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Matchbox View of City of Amman, Jordan.

